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Press release 
LINDAL Group celebrates 
award success at BAMA 
Forum  
Hamburg, Germany – October 20th, 2021 
 

 
 

Aerosol dispensing experts, LINDAL Group achieved triple award success at this year’s 
British Aerosol Manufacturers Association’s Forum awards and 60th anniversary 
celebration. 
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Held at Carden Park in Cheshire, the ceremony saw LINDAL collect a Highly Commended 
award in the sustainability category for its innovative Mini Engine Platform, along with two 
runner-up awards for its 3D Aerosol Configurator and BAB technology. 

Mini Engine Platform 

The sustainable and smart Mini Engine Platform separates a traditionally one-piece actuator 
into two, with an outer body made exclusively from post-consumer resin and an internal ‘mini 
engine’ for optimum spray performance. With minimal assembly line integration required, 
energy consumption is also reduced with the technology.  

Group Marketing Manager, Kashif Choudhry said: “It was fantastic to be at the awards and see 
so many impressive developments in the industry. Sustainability continues to be a key driver 
for everyone and to see the Mini Engine Platform acknowledged for its environmental 
credentials was a highlight of the evening for us.”  

3D Aerosol Configurator  

The Group received further recognition with a runner up award for its 3D Aerosol Configurator 
in the Aerosol Packaging category. Leveraging the global success of online technology, the 3D 
configurator is a digital tool that helps users create 3-dimensional aerosol designs in less than 
a minute. With a large range of LINDAL actuators and can types, customers can create new 
designs and apply bespoke artwork, allowing them to instantly visualise their aerosol package. 

BAB technology  

LINDAL’s Bag-and-Bag technology utilised in foaming wound cleaner, HemaScrub™️ didn’t go 
unnoticed by the judges in the New Aerosol of the Year category either, picking up another 
runner up award. Containing two chambers in the same can, the technology packages and 
dispenses two incompatible products simultaneously, as well as streamlining the filling 
process with its Bi-Power valve, which eliminates the need for cans to be oriented during 
filling. The technology is a valuable addition to multiple industries, allowing for cosmetic, 
health care, food & beverage brands to be even more creative with packaging design. 

Kashif added: “Although each of the technologies we have been recognised for at this year’s 
awards are very distinct, combined, they reflect the depth of ingenuity, hard work and 
dedication that goes into everything we do at LINDAL and we are delighted with this award 
success.”  

About LINDAL Group 

LINDAL Group is a worldwide leader in the design, manufacture and sale of valves, actuators 
and spray caps used in aerosol products. The Hamburg, Germany-based company has more 
than 60 years of experience with innovative dispensing solutions for the cosmetics, household, 
health care, food and technical industries.  

The LINDAL Group is represented by subsidiaries and licensees in more than 15 countries 
throughout Europe, Asia and The Americas. The company is renowned for its innovative 
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designs, which deliver optimal functionality and return on investment. As a result, LINDAL 
aerosol dispensing solutions are the choice of the world’s most prestigious and trusted brands. 

For more information, please contact: marketing@lindalgroup.com 
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